Solution Brief:
Media and Entertainment

ACCELERATE VIDEO PRODUCTION

Introducing New Levels of Speed and Flexibility
Today’s M&E projects are extremely data-intensive, and capturing, rendering
and producing content on traditional, disk-based systems wastes valuable
time which consumes already tight budgets. With the rate of data only
continuing to grow, the film industry demands new way to manage it that
accelerates time to value.
Liqid NVMe SSD products deliver incredible read and write throughput as
well as industry leading low latency response times. Applications installed
on the Liqid SSDs launch in seconds, large files load quickly, folders of
images and documents can be sorted through at a speed that greatly
increases productivity.
GPUs are premium resources essential for media production, but when they
are underutilized it’s wasteful. Liqid offers a new way to consume valuable
I/O resources like GPU (and NVMe) called Composable Disaggregated
Infrastructure (CDI). With CDI you to define hardware personalities
via software that meet a workload’s exact performance and capacity
requirements. When resources like GPU are not being utilized on one system,
move them to another to maximize their utilization and accelerate
job completion.

IMPROVE COMPOSITING & TRACKING
Imagine how productive compositors could be with faster read speeds and
lower latency. A key challenge is that compositors are frequently constrained
to using RAM for playback, which severely restricts the length of sequence
that can be played in real time. Compositors typically only have 64GB to
128GB of RAM, limiting them to only a few seconds of playback.
Liqid can extend that cache to more than 16TB, with a single Liqid SSD
allowing compositors to work in real-time with native 8K (film) resolutions.
Liqid SSDs give artist more interactive effects and manipulation in well
multithreaded applications. Typically tracking is limited by a system’s I/O
capacity. Adding high throughput Liqid SSD transfers the bottleneck back to
the CPU (or GPU), dramatically accelerating the process.
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SUPPORT VIRTUAL PRODUCTION
Virtual Production is a game-changing development that is bringing radical
acceleration and immersion to content creation for film and television. It
is allowing producers, directors, cinematographers, and other film crew
streamline production and reduce costs by previsualizing scenes and
compositing VFX into the shot on set, instead of working against a green
screen and waiting for VFX to be added in at a later time. Disney’s, The
Mandalorian, is a prime example of how Virtual Production is changing
the rules for game engines such as Epic’s Unreal Engine and are key in the
process of powering the large-scale LED walls that enable cast and crew to
interact with digital sets in real time. Rendering real-time visuals to so many
LED tiles is a daunting task and require massive amounts of GPU power to
drive the mosaic of multi-megapixel displays. Physical computer chassis
are limited in the number of GPUs they can hold, and when unutilized those
trapped resources are wasted.
Liqid brings a unique and powerful solution to Virtual Production by
providing servers access to the exact number of GPU resources required for
rendering and only for amount of time they need. As workloads evolve GPU
can be added or removed in real time for a more manageable and scalable
rendering experience, as virtual sets continue to push more tiles with
higher resolutions.

ENABLE INTERACTIVE VIDEO EDITING
Until now, throughput limitations have forced editors to work with halfresolution proxies before final processing. Liqid Storage allows the editors
to work more interactively and in full resolution. What’s more, many editors
require large external disk arrays that are expensive, noisy, generate massive
heat to address this challenge.
Due to large capacity requirements editors get the best results by using
Liqid SSDs as a new tier of memory that works as a midpoint between RAM
and storage. The device is used to house temporary renders or files currently
in use. This extends playback ability from DRAM to your “RAM + Liqid”
providing much greater caching space.

SEAMLESS DATA ACQUISITION
The Liqid SSD has a write speed of 6.3GB/s and read speeds of 7GB/s. This
allows it to capture at an extremely high speed making it ideal for high speed
and high-resolution camera data as well as data transcoding / encoding.
Since the SSD is easy to install and move from machine to machine, SSDs
can easily be rearranged depending on the task at hand.
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LIGHTNING FAST DATA DUPLICATION
Data duplication from one card to another is extremely fast since they reside
on the PCI express bus and provide massive read and write throughput. Data
can also be mirrored between two devices (even in different servers) for
data security. This high throughput allows for quick duplication for division
of tasks or backup purposes.

MAXIMIZE RESOURCE UTILIZATION
Liqid’s Composable Disaggregated Infrastructure (CDI)allows valuable, idle
resources like SDDs and GPUs to be reassigned to systems that need them,
in real-time. Using Liqid Command Center Software, Liqid allows studios and
artists to connect data from one system to another in seconds, replacing
slow transfers over the network. The combination of CDI and SSD enables a
studio to quickly convert from 8 systems each using an attached SSD to one
theater playback machine taking ownership of 8 Liqid SSDs. This enables
greater resource flexibility allows studios to adjust the phase of a project
or even the daily schedule, as Liqid CDI allows SSDs to be used during the
day for local caching, and then re-assigned to the render farm at night. This
flexibility applies to GPU resources as well.

ENABLE FASTER 3D CONTENT CREATION
Many engineering firms work with massive CAD files. Loading and saving
these files can be very time consuming and, in many cases, opening files
can overflow available RAM causing an application crash. When dealing
with large 3D models like manufacturing data sets such as entire planes or
complex buildings, speed is critical. The Liqid’s low latency, high bandwidth
storage allows parts to load in parallel, greatly decreasing load times.
The high throughput and low latency can accelerate any “load on the fly”
situation as well as regular “save and load” operations. By using a Liqid SSD
as a “scratch” or temporary file location the amount of RAM available to
the application can essentially extend (as long as the application supports
disk caching). 3D artists are now previewing their rendered work locally,
especially for stereoscopic production. Liqid turn artists’ workstations
into proficient playback stations. Applications like Autodesk Mudbox and
Pixologic Zbrush save massive amounts of information with every stroke,
which can become extremely heavy to undo. Using a Liqid SSD to store this
information gives artists the flexibility to undo and redo almost instantly.
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ACCELERATE PROCESSING (RENDERING/GPU)
CUDA is NVIDIA’s parallel computing architecture that enables dramatic
increases in computing performance by harnessing the power of the GPU
(graphics processing unit). Current GPUs have 1000s of CUDA cores, so 3
GPUs in a single machine nets over 10000 cores to consume data and save
data from.
For image processing like encoding/decoding or image analysis, massive
amounts of data is streamed into the GPUs and the results must be saved.
Slow I/O can be a critical bottleneck, making it impossible to take advantage
of the full processing power. Those cores must be feed. Liqid SSDs provide
unrivaled throughput and low latency allowing GPUs to work at
peak performance.

IMPROVE PIPELINE/PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Asset management is a major part of any production. This involves tracking
massive amounts of data, revisions and notes as metadata. Teams must
be able to sort through the metadata and queue the content for use quickly.
Since this part of the pipeline affects every artist, multiple times a day,
having a slow “backend” dramatically impacts productivity.
With Liqid’s high throughput and low latency devices you can host the
metadata (database portion) on our device and benefit from ultra-fast
response times. Using Liqid SSDs in playback stations as well as on the
server for “hot data” and fast networking deliver the best results and a more
efficient infrastructure.

SPEED-UP IMAGE EDITING / PAINTING
For image editing, or “Photoshop work,” Liqid SSD provides a super-fast
“scratch” disk or storage- based temporary processing space. We have
conducted many tests and found significant benefits for artists working
on files that overflow the available system memory. This ranges from
photographers editing images, to film matte painting artists working on
very large digital paintings, and digital images destined for print or publicity.
Whether sorting through thousands of photos or painting new backgrounds
for the next blockbuster, Liqid makes it happen significantly faster.
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ACCELERATE TIME TO PLAYBACK
Playback is an essential part of every production pipeline and is usually
done on an editing station or system specifically configured for this task.
Due to the large amounts of data needed for playback, systems usually
include a large local RAID array where content is aggregated in order to be
played sequentially. Data must be copied onto the array in a specific order
to facilitate sustained playback speeds. The transition to 8K workloads
has added even more stress to the pipeline requiring massive throughput
requirements.
Liqid products provide the necessary throughput required for 8K playback
and even allow for more interactive adjustments due to the extremely
low latency and the ability to read and write simultaneously. An artist’s
workstation equipped with a Liqid SSD becomes a high-powered playback
and compositing system. Liqid SSDs are easy to install, provide faster
throughput than most shared arrays and most importantly do not require
sequentially written data, allowing for much simpler load up.
Historically all the footage for a review session would have to be loaded
sequentially onto the RAID array before the session starts which is intensely
time consuming. The ability to read and write simultaneously to the Liqid
SSD makes it possible to start a review session before all the data is on the
device. During playback, data can be written to the device in the background.
That means that content flagged for fixes at the beginning of the session
can be worked on and recopied to the drive before the session ends enabling
“same session” updates with the director.

DECREASE ENCODING / TRANSCODING TIMES
Video content is produced in many different formats for a variety of delivery
mechanisms, from QuickTime videos to HTML5 streams and steaming
mobile services. The conversion of source data into different formats and
resolutions is a large portion of the broadcast pipeline. Videos will often
be encoded to different resolutions and formats (like QuickTime movie
trailers for instance). Encoding can be done in software or hardware and
both require lots of information to be read, processed and output. Liqid’s
unrivaled throughput and incredibly low latency SSD performance allows the
applications to fully saturate the CPU and accelerate encoding/transcoding.
If the transcoding is hardware based, generally the bottleneck is getting the
data to the encoding chip. With Liqid, conversion time is greatly decreased
by giving the device unconstrained I/O. Liqid’s small form factor and easy
installation/monitoring is another huge plus for this industry, allowing
devices to be bundled easily.
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Learn More
View the latest NVMe Composable Storage Products:
https://www.liqid.com/products/composable-storage
View the latest Composable Infrastructure Products:
https://www.liqid.com/products/composable-infrastructure
Liqid and Cintegral
https://bit.ly/3dubzeo

ABOUT LIQID
Liqid provides the world’s most-comprehensive software-defined
composable infrastructure platform. The Liqid platform empowers users
to manage, scale, and configure physical, bare-metal server systems
in seconds and then reallocate core data center devices on-demand as
workflows and business needs evolve. Liqid Command Center software
enables users to dynamically right size their IT resources on the fly. For
more information, contact info@liqid.com or visit www.liqid.com. Follow
Liqid on Twitter and LinkedIn.
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